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~ OUR CLIMATE OF CHANGE™ ~
by
Car Ingman
This vital booklet is a compilation of predictions given by the ‘Reappearing Christ’ who was in
Jesus and is in every major religion’s expected returning deity: the Jew’s Messiah; Buddhist’s
Maitreya Buddha; Hindu’s Krishna; Islam’s Mohammed; and all other religions whose basic
principles were also originally founded upon ‘sharing and justice, brotherhood and
freedom.’
Mankind, for many thousands of years, has caused the separation of people by their
differing beliefs, created through their differing languages, geographical locations, means of
living, and self-obsessed ways. Even the identical 'basic principles' that were taught and
practiced by each religious group were altered and distorted so much that they lost their
original perfected intent to live sharing fairly and harmlessly, not only amidst themselves but
with other groups and nations they encountered.
Even today, with civilization having reached the highest technological advancements and
conveniences for people’s well-being, two billion people - nearly one third of the world's
population - live meagerly in filth and deprivation. Many live on the edge of starvation while
the most advanced and wealthy nations use and waste most of the food and natural
resources they’ve taken from the world's dwindling supplies. Our wealthy countries deal very
unfairly with many of these suffering countries for profit, greed, and power through military
domination and the connected control of their business associates. America's food store
houses are filled but remain undistributed.
Most of America's religious groups continually vote for the same self-obsessed politicians,
from local to national, who run our country in this massively corrupt manner - accepted by
most people as perfectly permissible - while the waste, unfairness, pollution, wars, massive
destruction of people's lives, their means to survive, and our common environment continues
to approach the edge of destroying all life on Earth!
All the above and much more are the reasons why mankind’s Earth-plane of existence and
our sustaining surrounding environment is failing at such a severe rate that there could be no
life on Earth within 10 years. This will happen unless we, as a world brotherhood of being ONE
people, mutually interdependent for our continued survival, begin demanding that our
governments, businesses, financial, and religious institutions take into consideration the TRUE
facts and figures reported and predicted by the Reappearing Christ and His Masters of the
True Ancient Wisdom. As They work amidst mankind, They now must intervene upon
mankind's free will to evolve in our chosen ways of daily living; to inspire, guide and assist us
openly; to start making such changes immediately!
Approximately every 2,150 years, at the change of each AGE, and well recorded
throughout all the highest evolved writings and legends of ancient civilizations, a World
Teacher appears before mankind, even amidst its many scattered peoples spread around
the world.
NOT learning the truth of existence on Earth and doing nothing to make change for the
betterment of mankind and our common environment is why things are so bad!

Around 325AD, Constantine, the Holy Roman (warrior) Emperor, removed vast portions of the
Christian New Testament writings because he could not understand them. Around 550AD,
Justinian, Holy Roman (warrior) Emperor, removed more vast portions for the same reason.
This is recorded in the Roman Catholic Church archives.
Explanations of all requirements and predictions by the Reappearing Christ are listed below
in italics and numbered; but first, the preparatory FACTS:
1. 35% of the New Testament scriptures were removed by Holy Roman Emperors, taking
away the fuller explanation of Jesus' teachings.
2. The entire Bible is written in 'metaphors' (a story of one thing, told as if it were another,
similar to Jesus' teachings in parables) because "Only those with ears to hear and eyes to see
will be given the teaching." and "To those that have (an ability to understand teachings of
the higher knowing) it shall be given, but to those who have not, it shall be taken away." No
teachings in the Old and New Testaments are meant to be interpreted literally . . . this must
be spiritually discerned and understood!
3. In the 1980’s six Titan Missiles, launched by the U.S. Government to be put
into space as satellites: all exploded mysteriously and crashed into the ocean shortly after
being launched. They had nuclear devices in them as weaponry which the Christ and His
Hierarchy of Masters of Earth will not allow to be put into space endangering the balance in
our planetary system if they were detonated.
4. The Earth is the 'plane of experience,' through which souls born into flesh must learn to live
their experiences in a harmless manner, in order to progress (evolve) to a higher state of
consciousness (have ears to hear) to be able to understand the truth of existence on Earth'
and live it at each level of their progress.
5. "Whatever we sow (do) we shall also reap (experience)," thus says the Law of Cause and
Effect. In can happen in one's present life or in future lives on Earth (reincarnation of the soul
from spirit back into flesh) to experience their requirement to receive what they have done,
called Karma. Such lives may be repeated numerous times until a person receives their
required experiences and lives harmlessly with no negative responding actions to their
experiences.
6. In 1988, astronomers saw and recorded a 'harmonic convergence' of all the planets of our
solar system, aligned in a straight line from Mercury nearest the Sun to the planet farthest out
in our system, denoting their identical direction toward the constellation of Aquarius,
signifying that this large constellation of stars and planets energies would be directed to
Earth for the next 2,350 years. Great enlightenment will come to Earth's residents of their true
existence and their need to live harmlessly amidst those meek and harmless souls now being
born on Earth from 1998 through the next 2,350 years of influence this Age brings with it.
There are 12 astrological ages, of which Aquarius is the first and longest of their newly
repeated cycle. All 12 Ages combined will last for 26,000 years. Pisces' influences from its
'Age of Individuality' was the last of the 12 passing Ages, waning in its influences now and
until all the' dark sided souls currently ruling so corruptly in power lose their dominance and
finally die, unable to return for their karma due them until after the entire Aquarian Age
passes in 2,350 years. Every detail of these 12 Ages and their influences upon Earth and its

inhabitants is FREELY explained in the Ageless Wisdom Teaching given in detail by our Masters
of the Hierarchy of Earth for the last 140 years.
7. An Avatar, also known as a 'World Teacher' has been coming, at the changing of the last
several Ages, to work with mankind in assisting the overcoming destructiveness of the waning
powers of the passing Age and enhancing the more positive powers of the New Age.
Ancient civilizations have recorded an exact 'harmonic convergence' at the change of
each Age, directed to the specific constellation that was influencing that Age. Jesus was
greatly empowered as He was overshadowed by the presence of the Christ consciousness
within him at the beginning of the entering Age of Pisces. Jesus' life was an example to all,
which would enable people to evolve to the highest states of consciousness possible for
them in that life, as did Jesus. Moses was the World Teacher at the beginning Age of Aries,
previous to Pisces, bringing new laws for the Jews and the world to live by through the Ten
Commandments.
8. The reason a verse in the New Testament scriptures states that we should not listen to
astrologers and soothsayers (one who can predict the future) is because dark sided (lowly
developed) souls in flesh also have the ability to learn the mystical meanings of those
astrological signs influenced upon us. When having knowledge of our exact time and date
of birth they are thus able to victimize souls with their skill. Good people who are astrologers
would only use such knowledge to help and benefit anyone who requests their services.
Numerology and palmistry are also valid mystical means to gain knowledge which can be
used for good or evil in a person's life. Such circumstances require the seeker of these
mystical teachers to seek only those of good intentions, for one's safety, whenever
contacting these people referred to as soothsayers in the Bible.
9. The Essenes, a devout communal community of an ancient Jewish sect living as kind,
caring, and sharing, lived by the Dead Sea. Mary, Jesus' mother, and her cousin Elisabeth,
mother of John the Baptist, and John’s father Zacharias, the most devout and respected
High Priest of the Jews, were all Essenes. This community of very high consciousness believed
in five distinct powers of mystical knowing. They were: astrology, numerology, palmistry,
psychic abilities, and reincarnation of the soul in flesh, in repeated lifetimes until that soul in
flesh lives harmlessly, accepting its karmic debt which must be experienced. Jesus and his
disciples often came to this community to escape from problems that threatened them.
Jesus was raised in the knowledge of these mystical teachings and taught them to His
disciples.
10. The 'Gnostic (knowing) Gospels' were also written by Jesus' disciples which explain,
further, many things that can be learned and understood only by those who 'will themselves
into that learning' enabling them to gain the realization of its Truth. These Gnostic Gospels
were found, fully preserved in a sealed urn in a cave in the desert, in Nag Hammadi near
Egypt in the 1940s. The scientific carbon dating process proved them to be nearly 2,000 years
old. They were not, in any way, like the badly deteriorated Dead Sea Scrolls, found and kept
by the Jews for 40 years by 12 different study groups of rabbis, whose conclusions of their
contents were all different and barely understandable. The Gnostic Gospels were released
to mankind, openly to all, in the 1950’s by the Arab government that took charge of them
from the peasant who had found them. Unfortunately, the illiterate peasant family burned all

but 14 of the original 64 scrolls in their cooking stove before Arab authorities in the area
heard of the discovery and recovered the remaining 14 scrolls, intact. They were easily
translated in universities and made available in numerous books. These gospels' scrolls were
preserved in the Coptic Christian Church and Saint Catherine's Roman Catholic Church in
Egypt. Copies of their contents and their history have been written about in available
published books, like The Gnostic Gospels by theologian Elaine Pagles; one of those rescued
books, The Gospel of Thomas, is also well known.
11. Writings of the highest levels of consciousness have been published and made available
to mankind in numerous languages worldwide for the last 140 years through the
Theosophical Society. Staffed by a network of worldwide volunteers for 30 years, additional
updated and more clearly presented sources are at www.Share-International.org. All these
recommended sources have been directed in their written contents by the Reappearing
Christ and His Masters of the Hierarchy of Earth. Every detail of mankind's existence on

Earth and our relationship to the Universe surrounding our solar system has been
provided for learning at every level of our abilities to understand. Vast portions of it are
provided on the internet and some books are in America's state libraries. Many are
purchasable used at low prices yet in good condition. Reading Rooms are about to be set
up worldwide and will be freely available to all.
PREDICTIONS OF THINGS TO COME, BY THE REAPPEARING CHRIST
1. President Obama will be the last President of the United States of America
2. A consortium of U.S. State Governors will attempt to run our Federal Gov't.
3. A worldwide stock market crash will soon happen, collapsing its corrupt ways
4. A "Day of Declaration" by the Reappearing Christ, in an indestructible body of flesh, will be
set up through a worldwide linked satellite network of television. All who watch will see Him.
He will not speak with His mouth, but will instead mentally overshadow all of humanity
simultaneously (above the age of 14, when the mind is capable of experiencing a telepathic
message) with a brilliant white light for about 25 minutes. All people will hear His words
inwardly, in their own language. Thousands of miraculous healings will take place. He will
outline the future life for humanity and make His appeal for justice, for sharing as the only
way to justice, as is to peace in the world. Our response to this event will determine the entire
future of the world!
5. The Christ who is the Head of the Hierarchy of Masters overseeing the Earth is also known
as Maitreya-Christ, with Jesus by His side and the other Masters of the Hierarchy, all known
disciples. He knows what mankind's response will be to 'His Day of Declaration.' It shall be as
described by Him here:
a. One third of the world will know that He is the world's expected deity and begin
immediately to seek ways to serve mankind as needed.
b. One third will be uncertain of what they experienced but will shortly realize it was TRUTH
they’d experienced and join the other accepting one third to begin the needed service to
humanity.
c. One third will entirely reject their experience, insisting it is not fulfillment of their
fundamentalist beliefs as their Bibles and holy books describe to them. Their insistence upon
believing only their faulty literal translations of their holy books will cause them to fight against

all the good energies of that 2/3rds of the world's populace who would change the world for
the better. This 1/3 of the world's populace of lowly evolved souls, obsessed with their false
interpretation of their individual religions' beliefs, fundamentalist-believing Christians, Jews,
Muslims, and those among other beliefs will fight to their deaths against all the good energies
that ‘will change the world for the betterment of every living thing.’
6. The ruling ultra wealthy, who are only a tiny percentage of the world population, will lose
vast portions of their power as the world's economies collapse drastically as a result of many
decades of unfair manipulation of the world's populations, natural resources, unbridled
pollution (poisoning of the world's air, lands and waters), domination through wars, corrupt
governments, and much more.
7. Financial institutions will collapse and money will eventually become worthless.
8. Areas will move toward a period of ‘barter system’ for goods and services.
9. Americans will have to learn to live at half the material and financial level they now live.
10. All wars must stop and end their destruction.
11. All atomic energy plants MUST be shut-down immediately or as soon as possible! The
reason for this is because they are leaking FOUR levels of dangerous radiation that mankind's
present instruments are not capable of detecting. Scientists are already aware of these
four levels of 'etheric (spiritual) matter' existing in our universe and which they call’ black
matter’ or ‘dark energy’ but do not yet understand what effects it has on our planet and its
inhabitants. The Masters will assist us in the understanding of it and much more that is
destroying all life on Earth. It must be corrected immediately!
12. The U.S. Center for Disease Control stated in 2007 that 35% of the people have cancer
and that in the future 50% of our population will die of cancer. Maitreya - the Reappearing
Christ - stated that by around 2012-2013 would be the turning point when mankind MUST start
making drastic changes to correct the massive pollution that has been released; when
mankind MUST be stopped and our ways corrected.
13. As of 2010, the world's oceans have absorbed all the carbon dioxide that they can hold.
Therefore, our world will continue to have massive changes in climate with rising
temperatures, and severe storms (tornado type winds, excessive rains, and accumulated
snow), while other areas suffer droughts and even become deserts from lack of precipitation
and dried up aquifers (underground water supplies).
14. 80% of life in the world's oceans are gone! Much of what is left is too polluted to eat.
15. The seas will continue rising, flooding, and taking over many coastal areas. The Florida
Keys will be completely under water by 2050.
16. The world population of 7.5 billion people will not increase to near nine billion, as scientists
have predicted, but instead will reduce at a future time to only three billion, the only amount
of people that the Earth will soon be capable of supporting.
17. Our planetary systems' inhabitants from several planets of much higher developed
consciousness, living in their advanced spirituality, creating and using space ships, have
been assisting the lesser developed Earth inhabitants for a long period of time. They have
been working from behind the scenes, so as not to infringe our free will to 'work out our own
salvation’ by living out our karmic debts. These harmless, helping space brethren, in total
cooperation with Earth's Masters of our Hierarchy, will be made known that they have been

lessening up to 40% of our illness and death-causing pollution. The rest of this destructiveness
must be corrected by Earth's inhabitants.
18. Crop circles, created by these space brethren worldwide by the tens of thousands, in the
time of only seconds for the last few decades, are impressing the energies of the new Age of
Aquarius upon everything on Earth. While America and other ruling nations hide, deny, and
won't report or discuss such very evident events, many other nations are revealing their
overwhelming proof that most all of them are so spectacular and of such great perfection
that only the space brothers could have created these crop circles. On the Day of
Declaration, Maitreya-Christ will verify that this is all True.
19. The future will reveal and assist in our abilities to produce the greatest improvements of
our means of living ever known to our present knowledge:
a) Overcoming gravity so that mankind will have transportation without fossil fuels; noiseless,
without vibrations or pollution; and will float above the ground safely and conveniently.
b) All nuclear power plants will be shut down and sealed from causing any possible pollution.
c) Harmless nuclear fusion, created from natural hydrogen in water, will be a temporary
replacement for generating electric power.
d) As mankind cooperates in these advancements, the knowledge will eventually, within
several decades, be released to mankind showing how to install a ‘Crystal Stone’ on a shaft
thrust into the ground beside any structure in need of electricity. The crystal will collect
sufficient energy from the sun and stars, which will supply all the electricity necessary for any
facility; from a home to factories, businesses, and whole cities' needs.
20. After the white light Day of Declaration, which will be a rapturous experience introducing
mankind to the experience, means, and overall need to solve the mess our planet is in,
people will have a great thirst for finding out how they can get more information on
everything they want to know.
21. The worldwide volunteer organization of www.Share-International.org, which has been
serving humanity freely for the last 30 years, will set up Reading Rooms worldwide to provide
all the written information that has been available explaining every detail of how, why,
when, and where all of this has come to be and how they may assist in every way they can.
Www.Share-International.org is correct.
The time it takes, how much more suffering for mankind and our common environment, and
what we must learn and live by to bring about all the necessary changes that will eventually
come as we cooperate with the Masters, all their assisting forces, and our fellow human
beings IS UP TO US! (More? Contact Car Ingman at 1-706-745-4059 or email:
considerall9@gmail.com)
Please join us in the work and our growing enlightenment for everyone and everything. Copy
these pages and give to as many people as possible, informing them of what they don't
know has been happening and preparing them for all that is soon going to happen!
If you have no computer to use, you may call me from 1PM-10PM, E.S.T, seven days a week
with questions or if desiring more information on reliable sources of this Truth. Leave a
message with your phone number and best times to call you back on my (free) long
distance.
The Masters request that we learn and practice Transmission Meditation, which They
perpetuate universally and through us, as a means to 'step down' their high energies of

positive change to a level humanity can receive. That process alone accelerates our
enlightenment and evolvement to our gaining the 'higher states of consciousness' required
to give us “eyes to see and ears to hear,” as Jesus said in His parable in St. Matt. Ch13, 9-17.
(For more information on ‘Transmission Meditation’: http://www.shareinternational.org/background/xmission/tm_more.htm)

Written for the service of mankind,
Car Ingman
###

Links to more information on the above:
Consider All website: http://considerall.wordpress.com/
Vivika-Qi Speaks Up website: http://1viveka.wordpress.com/
Share International website: http://www.share-international.org/index.htm
Ponder by Alice Bailey (and more)website:
http://www.lucistrust.org/en/books/ponder_on_this/ponder_online/contents
For more books by Car Ingman:
Consider All website: http://considerall.wordpress.com/
Spirit Wine Publications: http://spiritwinepub.org/
Smashwords: http://smashwords.com/
Titles for Car Ingman’s books:
Mother Earth’s Twitter . . . Global Warming, Her Response to Our Actions
Your Body is a Sponge . . . Needing Sensible Care Done Naturally! The Why, When and How I
Do It Simply
Consideration for Every Living Thing . . . An URGENT ‘Must Read’ On Harmony with Nature
Click here to read Unhampered Liberty and Death and Disappearance by Vivika-Qi.
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